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What is The Nishino Method?
“Sokushin Breathing”
～The Essence of the Nishino Method Breathing Exercises～

Sokushin Breathing is the essence of The Nishino Method in
which you breathe in through the nose with an awareness of the
soles of the feet (Sokushin) and exhales from the mouth while
directing your breath downward to Sokushin.
By slightly changing the way you normally breathe, you can
improve many things in your daily life.
When you are concentrating, when your body is under strain, or
when you are in the middle of a workout, do you ever temporarily
hold your breath?
It is said that the human body has tens of trillions of cells. To
ensure that your body receives sufficient oxygen, unconscious
breathing alone can cause the body to store up fatigue.
We, at the Headquarters of The Nishino Method - Breathing
Exercises -, recommend that you incorporate practicing the
unique Sokushin Breathing into your daily life. This is a
transformational breathwork in that it is simple and easy that
everyone can practice the method to consciously guide your
breath to every corner of the body.
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The Practice of The Nishino Method
Sokushin Breathing
Inhalation is through the soles of the feet
(Sokushin) and, after energy has been
circulated throughout the entire body,
exhalation is, again, through the soles. In fact,
you are breathing through the nose and exhale
through the mouth, but if you do so with an
awareness of Sokushin, you will feel your
energy rising upward from the feet to the knees
and the thighs to Tanden (lower abdomen).
Visualize a great tree sucking up water from
the earth. Energy that reaches Tanden is
steadily propelled upward along the spine. This
energy in turn eventually reaches Hyakue (the
top of the head).
At this point, lightly hold your breath, and then
- still on the in-breath－guide the energy from
Hyakue to Tanden frontally, along the central
line. Finally, while exhaling, direct the energy downward
through the soles of the feet into the earth.
Visit our official Instagram. In the videos, our senior instructors
are demonstrating their Sokushin Breathing in the different
styles. https://www.instagram.com/nishino_breathing_exercises/
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Karin (Axis Rotation Exercise)
Karin is a preparation work for the Nishino deep
breathing exercises. It loosens up the body and
makes way for an ideal physical condition called
“Chuyu” (literally meaning “playing in the
universe”), thus enhancing the benefits of the
breathing method.
Karin---------------------------------------2⇔1⇔3 Stand with the entire body relaxed, feet
shoulder-width apart and knees slightly bent.
Breathing out, gently swing to the left and right,
rotating around the axis of the spine. Move from
the Tanden or lower abdomen region. Let the arms, which are relaxed and
loose, wrap around the body as a natural result of rotating the trunk.
4⇔1⇔5 Continuing to rotate left and right, let one arm wrap around the
shoulder while the other arm wraps around your hip.
6⇔1⇔7 Maintain the same swinging motion. Turn your body to the left and
the right, look at the heel of the farthest leg. Arms wrap naturally around
your body. The swing to the right and then left is one set. Repeat each set
about thirty times. Karin is practiced with normal inhaling and exhaling.
Visit our official Instagram. In the videos, our senior instructors are
demonstrating their Karin. Please note that you keep your body axis
straight in order to keep a beautiful Karin rotation.
We launched “Karin Around the World” Project in July, 2022. The project
has been well received by many people around the world. Please send your
Karin exercise to the Headquarters at info@nishinomethod.com. We will
upload your Karin videos with a suitable music. It’s a lot of fun!
Official Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/nishino_breathing_exercises/
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Sokushin Breathing Basic
This is one of the very basic
breathing exercises of the Nishino
Method. It is done in a spirit of
childlike innocence, plain unfettered
under the sky. With practice,
improved blood circulation, as well
as enhanced energy and stamina
are possible.
Basic
1 Release all tension from the body
and stand, knees relaxed, with the
feet shoulder-width apart.
2-3 While exhaling from your mouth with your attention down toward the
soles of the feet, slowly bring the upper body forward.
3-6 As you inhale from your nose, visualize your breath coming upward from
the soles of your feet, gradually bring your arms forward and up. Lift both
arms until they come above your head and bring the breath to Hyakue (the
crown of your head).
7 Then hold the breath down to your Tanden (lower abdomen). Bring both
arms down, extending them wide on either side at shoulder level.
8-1 Slowly lower your arms to your sides as you exhale from your mouth and
return to the original starting position. If you repeat, continue to bring the
upper body forward to the position of 3.
There are many other Sokushin breathing techniques. Visit our Instagram
for more information.
https://www.instagram.com/nishino_breathing_exercises/
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The Application of Sokushin Breathing Exercises
“Taiki” (Practice in Pairs)
Numerous methods have been developed for
boosting the life energy. Most methods can be
considered forms of asceticism. They involve abuse
of the body, or enduring extreme environments and
situations to concentrate and elevate energy levels.
And there are also methods of mental training for
attempting to raise energy levels.
The Nishino Method differs from these traditional
approaches. The Method addresses the human body
through invocation of inter-cellular energy
communication. "Taiki" is a method based on
implementing a smooth, efficient, circulating
exchange of energy at the cellular level.
An important point is that the inter-cellular energy
communication occurs not only inside one's own body but even between one's
own and others' bodies.
The Nishino Method of "Taiki" exercise itself is a method for effecting mutual
communication of life energy without introducing adversity or hardship of
any sort.
The Nishino Method of "Taiki" does not involve pain or suffering, instead, it
teaches us to overcome adversity by cultivating our personal energy.
In our classroom at the Nishino Headquarters, we do about an hour of basic
training in breathing followed by an hour of Taiki. It literally means exchange
of ki energy. A student and an instructor work in pair to exchange ki by
placing the backs of their hands together. Through the hands, one transmits
the entire body’s ki to the other person.
Please note that practicing Taiki requires a lot of training based on Sokushin
Breathing. Due to possible injuries, we recommend you practice Taiki under
the supervision of certified instructors accredited by the Nishino Method
Headquarters or its certified organizations on the next page.
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Certified Organizations
Sendai, Japan
NBM.SENDAI
1-1-1, Sendai Terminal Building 5F
Chuo, Aoba-ku, Sendai-shi, Miyagi
Prefecture, Japan
Twitter: NBM.Sendai
(@NBMSendai)
Contact person: Toshihiro Nukiwa,
M.D., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus,
Tohoku University
Email: toshinkw47@gmail.com

Sapporo, Japan
HIBIKI SCHOOL
27-1-9, Hibikinomori Clinic 2F
2-jyo, Minami, Chuo-ku, Sapporo-shi,
Hokkaido, Japan
Official Website：
https://hibikinomori.org/hibiki_school/
Contact person: Masashi Nishiya,
M.D., Director, Hibikinomori Clinic
Email: hibikinomori.popolo@gmail.com

Geneva, Switzerland
Headquarters of the United
Nations in Europe
Palais des Nations,
Batiment E - Rez-de-chaussee, Porte
A15, Ascenseur 29 ,
Gym Room E.47 Taus les mercredis,
de 17h a 18h
Contact person: Hiroshi Nakajima
Official website:
https://kijaponais.ch/index.html

Zurich, Switzerland
Taiki Swiss
Eichstrasse 2
8620 Wetzikon (ZH)
Switzerland
Contact person: Timur Ucmak, M.D.
Email: tucmak@me.com

⚫ Please contact us if your organization is interested in joining the world
network of the Nishino Method official certified organizations.
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Scientific Viewpoints
The Nishino Breathing Methods is
the World of Knowing and Enjoying your
“DeepBody”
Toshihiro Nukiwa, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus, Tohoku University

What is the Nishino Breathing Methods?
I have been practicing Nishino Breathing Methods (NBM) as a physician for
over 30 years. As a physician, I am in the position of a professional regarding
the body. From that standpoint, I must be able to explain the phenomenon of
the NBM called "Taiki." To explain means to be able to speak in the
"common language” of Western medicine. In the past I have said that I feel
a "profoundly unknown body" or "Archetype" inside when I practice the NBM.
I now know what it is.
In the late 20th century, medicine began to understand molecular biology.
Molecular biology is said to be the study of DNA, but it is actually the study of
understanding the language of "Cells”. The language of the invisible cells
needs to be translated into the medicine of the visible body. This is called
translational medicine.
After the early 2020, Japan is under the corona epidemic. However, I
happened to notice that the TV program "Trunk Exercise" to support the
people’s exercise under Corona Disaster, is very similar to the NBM basic
exercises. I searched the latest research on body trunk and discovered the
principal mechanism of the NBM "Taiki" phenomenon. The trunk is the motor
structure of the locomotion (the oldest one is the undulation of lamprey),
which is an old forward locomotion system in evolution. This neural
mechanism is the actually “DeepBody” inside. For more information, see the
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following URL: 【連載】第 12 回 人体生理学新領域 paired signaling physiology：その基
礎医学研究と臨床研究（3）体幹エンジンシステム〔大脳基底核＋脊髄 CPGs(central pattern
generators)〕が制御する体幹筋群 locomotion 運動： 21 世紀脳科学が示唆する東洋系操体
との関連 1）「深身体」である体幹エンジン運動体とはどんなシステムか？■貫和敏博 |
(kokyurinsho.com)https:kokyurinsho.com/focus/e00095-3-1

This DeepBody is identified through the research in molecular biology of the
spinal cord in 21st century. How can we access this DeepBody? That is the
Sokushin-kokyu (Body awareness while breathing) and the Karin (Body
rotation & reactivation while breathing), which are initially unintelligible
immediately after starting the NBM practice. Then, in the practice of Taiki
(Body trunk mutual signaling while breathing), we actually sense the mutual
DeepBody and activate each other. Breathing is deeply linked to the trunk
mechanism (Locomotion CPGs (central pattern generators)).
This used to be the world of Oriental martial arts training. The great
achievement of Master Kozo Nishino is that he has opened up this body work
to the general public as breathing methods and has paved the way for everyone
to actually feel, enjoy, and deepen the world of DeepBody.
The NBM is truly translational medicine.
As a doctor, I will make every effort in the rest of my life to spread this
"DeepBody," which can now be understood in a common language, to medical
practitioners around the world, so that the world's eight billion people can
enjoy the DeepBody. The science of the unknown of DeepBody is still
expanding (e.g., the partner's body reacts without touching).
Now things are getting interesting! Let's all enjoy DeepBody with NBM.

Biography: Toshihiro Nukiwa, M.D. Ph.D.
Born in 1947 in Tatsuno, Hyogo, Japan (Age, 75)
Education:
1967 - 1973

M.D., Tokyo University, Tokyo, Japan

1974 - 1976

Graduate Course, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
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Chronology of Employment:
1976 - Residency of Internal Medicine, Tokyo University Hospital
1978 – Senior residency of Respiratory Medicine, Jichi Medical University
1981 – Lecturer, Respiratory Medicine, Jichi Medical University
1983 - Visiting Associate, Pulmonary Branch, NHLBI, NIH, USA
1988 - Associate Professor, Department of Respiratory Medicine, Juntendo University
(1989 - Joined the Nishino Breathing Method in Shibuya, Tokyo)
(1990 – Approved as a sub-instructor for Taiki training of the Nishino Breathing
Method)
1993 - Professor, Respiratory Oncology and Molecular Medicine, IDAC, Tohoku
University.
(1993 - Launched the NBM Sendai in the campus of Tohoku Univ, Department
Medicine)
2007 - Professor, Respiratory Medicine, Graduate School of Medicine, Tohoku
University
2011 - Professor Emeritus, Tohoku University
2012 - Medical Commissioner, the South Miyagi Medical Center, Japan
2014 - Executive Director, Japan Anti-tuberculosis Association, Tokyo, Japan
(2017 - Certificate of International instructor of the basics of the Nishino Breathing
Method by Master Kozo Nishino)
2017 - Director, the Elderly Care Institute, Sakura, Osaki, Japan
(2017 - 19; International NBM Instruction in Munich and Zurich, 3 times)
(2019 – Launched the NBM Sendai in the Kahoku-TBC culture center at the Sendai
station)
Honors:
1992 - The Kumagai Award of the Japanese Respiratory Society
2007 - The Harasawa Memorial Award, Asian Pacific Society of Respirology,
He is an honorary member of the Japan Respiratory Society (a former
board chairman, Congress President of the 47th Academic Meeting), an
honorary member of the Japan Society of Internal Medicine, an honorary
member of the Japan Lung Cancer Society, 2013 Congress President of
Asian Pacific Society of Respirology (APSR), a former associate member
of Science Council of Japan, a member of the Committee of Japan
Agency for Medical Research and Development (AMED), and an Official
International Senior Instructor of Nishino Breathing Methods.
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Written Testimonials
The Nishino Method breathing school has a wide age range of trainees from
elementary school students to 95 years old retirees across Japan and from
other countries, and the trainees from various professional fields and walks
of life continue enjoying their training for years. These are some of the
striking written testimonials from our trainees.

Masatoku Arai, M.D.
Professor, Nippon Medical School Hospital
Enrolled in 2004
I joined Nishino Juku (school) in 2004. At the time, I was in a dire situation where I
was so worn out physically and mentally in the emergency room that I was not sure if
I would be able to continue practicing medicine.
However, with Nishino Ryu (method) practice, my physical and mental ailments began
to improve like literally peeling back thin paper, and finally a dramatic change came
about, and my hopes for the future began to grow again, and I was able to live each
day with excitement. Master Nishino's words also gave me great courage.
Nishino Ryu was the decisive factor in my revival, and I was able to return once again
to the field of emergency medicine at my university hospital. I am sincerely grateful to
him.
As a result of continuing to take on new challenges with a renewed spirit, I was able to
become a professor at the university hospital last year. I would like to continue
Nishino Ryu for a long time to come, and this is how I feel now.
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Noboru Hashiuchi, M.D.
Gyoda General Hospital, Internal Medicine Physician
Enrolled in 1991
It was more than 30 years ago that I first heard about Nishino Ryu (method). I was a high
school student at the time, and I found a book titled "Discovering Ki" in a bookstore. I had
somehow seen Nishino Ryu on TV, so I was curious, bought it, and read it. The content was
very interesting and I decided to attend the school when I entered medical school in Kyoto
in 1991.
It was more than 30 years ago, but I still remember how impressed I was when I was able to
understand the feeling of Ki in Sokushin Breathing. I was very busy with my training and
work after that, and I lived in a rural area, so it is hard to say that I was a very serious
member, as I took a 10-year leave of absence during that time. I think Nishino-ryu had a
great influence on me.
Although I am still a novice in the method, I feel that the Nishino Ryu breathing method,
which enables even an ordinary person like me to feel the sense of ki, is worth spreading
throughout Japan like ordinary radio gymnastic exercises.
Although medical treatment has advanced, there are still many diseases that cannot be easily
cured. From the viewpoint of the improvement of one's life force and becoming healthy and
energetic, I believe that Nishino Ryu breathing exercises will have an immeasurable impact
on Japan and on mankind.
I would like to continue to practice and improve my skills so that I can help in any way I can.

Hatsumi Yoshii, Ph.D.
Professor, Tohoku University
Enrolled in 2012

On my appointment as a professor, I was told by Master Nishino to "send warm energy to others
without worrying about noise.” I believe that these words are sharp advice that strikes at the
essence of human relationships and is a communication skill that can be utilized only when
relationships are strained.
In this way, Master Nishino has taught us not only the flowering of our latent physical abilities,
but also the basics of communication through Taiki.
I sincerely hope that the Nishino breathing method will spread throughout the world in the
future, and that it will continue to be elucidated and evidence will accumulate.
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Minoru Mukai
Retiree
Enrolled in 2005
In his book, Master Nishino says that there is almost nothing in the world that we can get
absorbed in, and the only thing that we can get absorbed in is “love”. However, this too will
fade with time. The more you practice Nishino Ryu (method) breathing exercises, the more
you become absorbed in them.
I have been practicing at home for 2 to 3 hours every day from 17 years ago when I re-entered
the school, and now I enjoy practicing at the school twice a week and at home for 5 to 6 hours
every day.
With this wonderful breathing method, my physical condition improves. I am happy because
whatever I eat, it tastes delicious. But the most important thing is that my mind becomes
calm.
If everyone in Japan and all over the world practiced Nishino Ryu breathing, there would be
no more conflicts.
I will continue to live with Nishino Ryu breathing in the rest of my life.

Hisako Masuzawa
95 years old
Enrolled in 1992

I have been practicing for 30 years, and at 95 years old, I still enjoy my two-hour practice
sessions. In Taiki, the instructor holds my hand and I feel comfortable running.
I had a heart pacemaker inserted at the age of 84, and at the age of 90 I had colon cancer,
but after surgery I was discharged from the hospital within a week and was able to
return to my breathing class the following month in good health.
I will never forget the warm and gentle Taiki with Master Nishino. I was always
impressed by what he said, and he taught me that "the only truth is to be alive," and I
am still facing the truth of life, practicing and living by his words. I hope to continue
going to the training room which is filled with the joy of the instructors and veteran
students going forward.
Although my body was not strong enough, I am grateful to Master Nishino for the
Nishino Ryu breathing method that he created, which has enabled me to live happily
and energetically until I reached 95 years old.
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Kozo Nishino
Founder
The Nishino Method - Breathing Excercises
Notable Messages
“Being alive is all that matters”
There is only one absolute truth for human beings,
and that is that they are alive right now.
Once you die, it does not matter what happens to the
world or how history changes. In that sense, the
importance of being alive now is more important than
the world or the Earth.
In other words, it is because you are alive now that
you are connected to the world and the world exists.
Needless to say, being alive is a biological
phenomenon in which the body is alive. It is precisely
because this body is alive that a higher forms of life
such as human beings can have both a mental and a
spiritual world.
For living creasures, to be alive is basically to live in
the present moment improvisationally. In other
words, no matter how rational and reasonable we may appear to be at first glance,
we are forced to live in the moment and in a flexible manner.
This is evident in history. Not only in the primitive era, but also in the modern era,
human beings have always been swept up in unforeseen circumstances throughout
history, and have lived their lives according to the providence of nature, responding
to each situation as it arises.
For those who live in such a reality, common sense brain knowlege (intelligence as
knowledge) alone is not enough to make use of one's true self. Common sense
knowledge often does not come through when faced with the actual situation of the
flow of the world. In order to live to the fullest extent of our abilities, the latent
intelligence of the body, which comes into play in times of crisis, is indispensable.
In the Nishino Method, such body ingelligence is called "Shintai-chi (Physical
Intelligence)”.
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“Putting your sleeping cells to work”
It is impossible to predict the future with our brain knowledge. However, we can
predict the future to some extent by cultivating another kind of knowledge, what I
call "Physical Intelligence.”
In fact, in 1985, I created the Nishino Breathing Method as a way to cultivate
physical intelligence, and through its repeated practice, I discovered that as far as
the body is concerned, “One is Everything and Everything is One."* and I have
expressed this in my lectures and books.
This is by no means to say that I am special, but rather that anyone who practices
the Nishino Breathing Method can feel this in their body.
For example, if you practice according to the Nishino Ryu curriculum and become
able to circulate "Ki" throughout your body, your hands will become sensitive like
sensors of your body. Then, before the hands even touch an object, they will be able
to detect, grasp, and naturally respond to the object. It is as if the hand sees like the
eye, or perceives, judges, and perceives the object like the brain. It is as if every cell
in the body is responding to the environment and events with a certain "intelligence"
as if it were an independent entity.
Of course, this assumption may reflect the fact that my medical school education
provided me with a basic knowledge of cells and the body from early on.
However, as I practiced the breathing methods I created, I came to realize that the
body is in fact an organic creation of some 60 trillion cells, in which "One is
Everything and Everything is One”.
According to the medical information, half of the cells that make up the human body
are "asleep”.
“Sleeping” means that they simply exist without performing any useful function for
the functioning of the human body.
My hypothesis is that Nishino Method breathing exercises work not only on
functioning cells, but also on cells that are asleep, thus enabling a new way of life
that breaks the existing patterns of cells that have been working until now.
In the 21st century, a new way of human life is required. It seems to me that this
cannot be achieved by simply acquiring new knowledge in the form of reading books
or hearing from others. Knowledge acquired indirectly by reading books or listening
to others does not mean that it has been acquired directly in the body. Only what we
learned through our own body is the "knowledge" that can be utilized in the true
sense of the word.
*From just one thing we can infer all other things.
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Biography of Kozo Nishino
Kozo Nishino (1926 – 2021) was born in Osaka, Japan. While studying at the Osaka
City University Faculty of Medicine, he was inspired by the great accomplishments
of the famous ballet producer Sergei Diaghilev, and joined the Takarazuka Musical
Dance Revue, soon becoming the resident ballet instructor and dance choreographer.
In 1951, Nishino enrolled in the Metropolitan Opera Ballet School in New York.
After returning to Japan, he established the Nishino Ballet Troupe in 1954, and
produced famous prima dancers. After embarking on a career that encompassed
choreography as well as T.V. and stage productions, he created a string of a great
hits by producing and directing many T.V. shows.
He learned Aikido from Kisshomaru Uesiba Doshu (son of the Aikido Founder) and
trained in Kung Fu under Master Kenichi Sawai. He attained the highest rank
"Shihan"(Master) in both Aikido and Kung Fu. Through his mastery of the sciences
of life - "medicine", of the arts of the body - "ballet", and from his acquisition of
advanced interactive senses - "martial arts", he originated and developed the way to
cultivate life energy, The Nishino Breathing Method.

Publications (Books in Foreign Languages only)
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Enrollment/Experience
Regular Class Schedule
MON

TUE

Class A

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

SUN

10:00~

10:00~

10:00~

10:00~

Class B

14:00~

14:00~

14:00~

14:00~

13:00~

13:00~

Class C

18:00~

18:00~

18:00~

18:00~

16:00~

16:00~

■Each lesson is two hours long.
■You can join any class at any time for the number of times you pay your training
fee.
■There are no classes on 29th, 30th and 31st of every month with exception of January
and August.
■On national holidays, the above schedule changes as follows:
MON, TUE,
Class B➡13：00～ Class C➡16：00～

Class A ➡10：00～

WED & FRI
Class B➡ 13：00～ Class C➡16：00～

➡Check the class schedule calendar of our official website due to possible schedule
changes.

Monthly Membership Fees (all tax included)
Membership Registration Fee 11,000 yen
Monthly Membership Fee

22,000 yen for 4 lessons
33,000 yen for 8 lessons
44,000 yen for 12 lessons

⚫ Additional fees will be charged for every 4 lessons.
⚫ If you add only one lesson, the additional fee is 5,500 yen.
⚫ Enrollment is for elementary school students and older. Elementary school
children must be chaperoned by a member of the Headquarters.
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Visits/Trials
About free visits for observing a lesson
You can visit the Headquarters for observing a lesson. Not only can you feel
the atmosphere of the facility with your skin, but the staff will explain in
detail to eliminate your anxiety. If you are worried about joining, please feel
free to visit us first. Visits for observing a class for the first 30 minutes are
available free of charge.
About actual experience of a lesson
It is also possible to experience the 2-hour lesson (paid). Prices are 5,500 yen.
➡Reservations are necessary for your visits and trial lessons. Please contact
us at info@nishinomethod.com for reservations.

Note:
Please wear comfortable clothing. You will practice barefoot in a matted
room.
If you enroll immediately after your trial on the same day, 5,500 yen will be
deducted from the monthly membership fee.
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Access

1-15-8, Miyamasu O.N Building 4F
Shibuya-ku, Shibuya, 150-0002 Japan
Tel. 81-3-6433-5953 Fax. 81-3-6433-5954
Email: info@nishinomethod.com
Official Website https://www.nishinojuku.com
Official Blog

https://ameblo.jp/nishinomethod/

Official Twitter https://twitter.com/nishinojuku
Official Instagramhttps://www.instagram.com/nishino_breathing_exercises/

3 minutes’ walk from JR Shibuya Station
２minutes’ walk from the B1 or B3 subway exits
1 minute walk from the 20B subway exit (elevator)
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